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1.Introduction 
 
Firstly, I want to address that my merits to give an opinion about this most grave subject 
consist in having had two ideas on surviving and ethics which are related to conscience. 
And having develop them in a 367-page-brick-long which I delivered some time ago to 
Fernando Fernández, to Juan Arana and to some other experts. I´m guessing my 
invitation, along some sage professors, to comment on the unexplained conscience, was 
an act of reciprocated altruism.  
 
In spite my poor capacities to do so, I accepted the invitation with a great amount of 
gratitude and hesitation. I am a professor, but in economics. My trade has been banking 
and my only official philosophical degree is a pass on “Fundaments of philosophy” in my 
first year of economics taught by Mr. Manuel Souto Vilas in Bilbao, many years ago now.  
 
Let that be a warning to you as to my layman´s knowledge and language, and to the fact 
that my two ideas are a product of an amateur´s intuition.  
 
After this introduction, I´ll give way to the assignment in point which I´ll divide in three 
parts: a brief opinion on the book, some formal view on “the conundrum presented in 
it”, and an addition on the explicable part of conscience as viewed through the glasses 
of my two ideas.  
 
2. Overall view of the book 
 
 I must admit to my initial apprehension in undertaking the Introduction to the 
realization that it seemed to be about a grave issue such as the defence of the last 
bastion of spiritualism. It was the decisive battle. If successful, the forces of naturalism 
would have achieved their final goals and, therewith, the complete naturalization of 
man.  
 
I read attentively the first five chapters, underlining almost every word and, I have to 
confess that, despite my lack of academic qualification, the issue interested me more 
and more and I thoroughly enjoyed professor Arana´s precise, joyful and sardonic style. 
In regard to his erudition, rigour, finesse, and clarity, I have to give him an A plus. Many 
thanks to Mr. Juan for his endeavour and for saying so much, so well in so little space.  
 
As far as the outcome of the battle, Professor Arana is, as we say in my province of 
Aragón, a bit “floppy” due to all he has drunk “from the fountain of reason itself”(Kant, 
1999:27), both from the water he found on other wise men´s jars, as well as the one he 
himself gathered straight from the spring of knowledge.  



Even so, the potential opponents have been flooded in gallons and gallons of wisdom 
and consequently, captive and disarmed, they find themselves unwilling to do battle. 
 
It would seem that within the confrontation naturalists v. spiritualists, conscience may 
consider itself unexplained and inexplicable for centuries on end. And it´ll stay that way 
as long as men like Mr. Juan keep an eye on things.  
 
In any case we could always appeal to the Scholia of Nicolás Gómez Dávila: “Man 
possesses as much soul as he believes he possesses” (2009:719). Supposedly there are 
big souls that use big consciences with incomprehensible images within them.  
 
3. Views on the “issue raised on the book”  
 
As of the very interesting and final chapter, I´ll try and say something on the bundle Mr. 
Juan, as a compiler and a critic, has piled up so others may peep into the other side of 
the wall. Also, on the huge bundle he himself contributes.  
 
Scholia: He reminded me of Kant (1985:45) lamenting his work will serve to rise the 
building where others will merrily dwell. Mr. Juan does not complain. He offers his 
labour with joy and generosity. Thank you for that as well.  
 
The first thing professor Arana clarifies is he doesn’t claim to explain conscience, but the 
inexplicability of it. And then he affirms that if conscience could ever be explained, the 
only successful explanation would be naturalistic. I think he´s saying that spiritual things 
have no explanation and, as conscience is spiritual, is therefore unexplainable. A 
boomerang effect.  
 
Then beautiful and rigorous reasons ensue, ones I think I grasp but are unable to 
summarize. In my opinion as a layman is that, as it so often happens, everyone talking 
about conscience is talking about a different one. Even if they think they talk about the 
same one, is from a different perspective or timeframe.  
 
I believe Mr. Juan knows this, and that the current homo sapiens-sapiens will never be 
able to explain conscience because, among other reasons, one plus one conscience does 
not equal two, nor today´s conscience is the same as tomorrow´s. Also, there´s no 
common conscience to which relate the others.  
 
Naturalists know this as well, or so they should. As does Mr. Juan. He, in all fairness, tries 
to speak to them in their language, with Kantian good will and Darwinian sympathy. But 
they will not listen, because each one of them speak in different tongues about different 
things. It´s a phenomenon I´ve observed many times since I´ve been occupied on these 
matters foreign to my field of expertise: There´s a serious lack of understanding, not 
only about expressing things clearly and on cue. It runs deeper than that.  
 
It would seem there´s a war going on, as Mr Juan points out in the beginning with the 
Hitler´s bunker simile. In my layman´s opinion that war should not be. There´s enough 
wide common fields to work in without quarrelling.  



 
On my part, with my meagre knowledge and just for my own consumption, I´ll outline a 
“model conscience” to try and calculate the knowledgeability and materialization rates. 
I´ll sum it up as follows: 
 

a) There´s a common feature to all living beings which role is to receive information 
on its surroundings and react according to instinct.  
 

b) There´s common features with other collectives of living beings with whose 
ancestors it shares a history. Their function is to gather information, foresee and 
decide. No moral judgment involved. 
 

c) There´s also a common feature within all the individuals of the species which 
varies in each species and is fairly well studied in many of them. 
 

d) There´s possible common features amongst the individuals within the groups 
belonging to the same species, also thoroughly studied as pertains to the 
behavioural normative “intraspecies”.  
 

e) There´s the singular and specific share of each individual, fluctuating through 
time. 
 

I´m referring, on the whole, to two tendencies: naturalists and spiritualists, without 
initially distinguishing between believers and non-believers. I think both schools of 
thought are, or could be, in agreement on “naturalizing” parts a) and b) of the 
“consciences” of all living beings, including man´s.  
 
It seems to me, after all I´ve read on the subject, that if we all use the same language, 
the human c) and d) parts could also be “naturalised”.  Or, at least, could be explained 
through empiric methodology with the tools for system analysis, group study, and so on. 
The doubt rises on whether it would be possible to completely naturalize them or some 
“segments” would remain unexplainable. That´s part of the “problem”, but some 
delimitation of each area could be tried, whereas loosely.  
 
I think the main difficulty lays in explaining the part of the individual conscience that is, 
or might be, occupied by something different to the former parts. In this unknown area 
there might reside a foreign presence which sets it apart from the nature of the rest of 
the living beings. The existence of this possible difference and its nature are also 
materially inexplicable. 
 
What I´m trying to say with all of this is that the main discrepancies are not about what 
conscience is and its inexplicability or naturalization capabilities, but on the possible Big 
Difference that would inhabit bits of the unknown part. My opinion is that difference 
shouldn’t be cause for a war, but for respectful and kind cooperation, at the very least 
where natural, explainable,  common hypothesis are concerned.  
 



I´ve heard Mr. Juan say that it´s not that one side should concede its differential beliefs. 
We should all work in good spirits and better faith in the unexplained questions within 
the explainable areas of the natural laws, laws that should be communal by definition, 
whether an external Legislator exists or Chance, Nature or Nothingness do.  
 
4.- A potential contribution to the explainable conscience 
 
I believe with the former I´ve add very little to the matter in question. Perhaps some 
hints on methodology. I´ll try now to contribute some to the explainable part of the 
conscience. To this purpose I shall use my two ideas, proclaimed at the beginning. For 
language and form´s sake, I’ll remind the reader of my amateurism. As for the depth of 
the ideas, I consider them obvious, new and complex at the same time. 
I´ll take this chance to spread them in case they are of any use to anybody. Even as an 
exercise on contrasting and refutation. They are as follows: 
 
My basic idea is that our species, like all other known species, has the prime vital 
imperative to try and survive. The second idea is that, being our species a social one, the 
most efficient method to achieve this is, and has always been, through broad group 
altruism. 
 
These ideas, as far as I know, have never been thusly seen and expressed and are based 
on what´s known on scientific history and the evolution of the living beings so far. There 
are also explicitly addressed in two precepts in the Old and New Testament: “Be fruitful 
and multiply…” and “…love one another as I have loved you”. 
 
According to the basic idea, all living beings have within themselves, from the beginning, 
the goal of transmitting life, and the prime imperative to try.  
 
Each species has translated that vital mandate through the strategies it deemed best to 
try and fulfil it. Those strategies have resulted in the current physical nature and norms 
of natural behaviour of each species. The basic imperative and the common rules of 
behaviour accumulated by the species becomes part of the inheritance received by each 
member. This heritage is the same for each and every member of the same species, but 
for errors in the transmission or duplication. 
 
Alongside these inherited common rules, are the group normative, also inheritable as 
well as the ones each individual adds on which will be useful to him on how to act 
momentarily according to his circumstances, environment and degree of freedom. 
 
Some scientists label the norms of conduct of “superior” animals as cuasi-ethical, and 
so the animal conscience, as far as it exists, would consist on applying these norms to 
the non-instinctive decisions of those capable of doing so.  
 
As it applies to Man these behavioural norms, as an animated rational being, be them 
inherited or not, constitute part of the pre-conscience and become the implicit ethic of 
each individual to which he´ll come back when judging his actions and omissions. 
 



Is possible that the former items might have some technical glitz. I´ve written them 
down summarized as to fit my ideas to the more up-to-date theories on evolution as 
well as to place my following concepts about some of the explainable sides of 
conscience.  
 
As per my basic idea, our species, like all others, has the prime mandate to try and 
survive. This mandate is the basis, or efficient cause, of the vital behaviour of the species 
and its individuals. It´s the origin of the natural laws of evolution. Or natural law, as 
preferred. Natural laws which, in our species’ case, having a conscience capable  
Of discerning between good and evil, become also moral laws. Consequently, this 
mandate is a universal ethical principle and the base of our explainable conscience. 
 
To last, to survive is the vital objective of the species and the final cause of the mandate 
to transmit life, not life itself or evolution. We don’t know why nor if there´s a final 
transcendent goal but it´s clear there´s a natural prime objective to survive and our first 
duty is to try. It´s also our principal right with all it conveys.   
 
Therefore, this vital objective is our species natural “ethics´” goal-objective. It´s the 
material goal which is the source of the norms that teach the concept good and evil to 
our “natural” conscience. To deal with that part of conscience ruled by natural law it will 
be better (best) whatever is better (best) for the survival of the species. And thus, it will 
be the other way around.  
 
The second idea is “broad altruism” as a medium to try and achieve the vital objective. 
It´s also a hypothesis empirically stablished. It should be clear by now that altruism, in 
its many form, is more efficient than discord for the survival of the social species, which, 
in turn, need to be altruistic to be social. There´s no society without some kind of 
altruism: instinctive, reciprocal, gratuitous, selfish… 
 
This idea has been partially seen by many philosophers and scientists, as well as Darwin 
itself (2009:100-146). It´s never been completely enunciated nor fully implemented for 
many reasons. Among them, specialization and reductionism. Mainly because altruism 
is usually only seen partially in its different kinds and only referred to individuals instead 
of the species. 
 
This last input means that these two ideas, if true, may serve as a basis to materialists 
and spiritualists to explicit a universal ethical principle. The objective: surviving, as well 
as the method: broad altruism, are implicit in every conscience and are also very 
common “feelings” agreeable to the growing concept of fraternal humankind and very 
marketable politically speaking.  
 
 
 
5. Footnote and final request 
 
I believe these ideas to be true, evident and unquestionable, also necessary and urgent. 
And, as is usually the case, they´ve emerged when they were ripe and due. They cover 



important gaps in the theory of evolution. They don’t answer who are we, where do we 
come from or where are we going questions, but they do respond to the what should 
we do and how. They overcome the naturalistic fallacy and establish the meta-ethic of 
the natural law and evolution. 
 
Broad group altruism, with family at the base (and then clan, tribe, nation…) has been 
the element allowing the survival and dominance of our species. Also it has mitigated 
the hardship of other methods used in the evolutionary process. 
 
The vital imperative along with broad altruism have acted implicitly along the history of 
homo sapiens-sapiens and have been made explicit trough social practises and customs 
(religious mandates, laws, etc.) translated to group and collective norms created 
through time by the different group consciences thus far, but without moving unto the 
species as a whole which is, in reality, the subject, entity or system that evolves. It 
“creates” the consciences of the individuals in the common part they share as members 
of the same species.  
 
I´ve noticed that professor Álvarez Muñárriz (2015:82) talks about Homo Consciens, 
which would define man as the being with conscience. That would be possible according 
to the part that deals with knowledge. On the part that deals with judgment on good 
and evil, we are facing Homo Inconsciens. We are using the implicit and vitally intuitive 
conscience without a reasoned common universal ethic that makes explicit the primary 
ends and means. It appears somehow improved by our intelligence and the virtues and 
group uses, religions and so on, which, in general, happen to be good but partial norms. 
This ethic appears greatly damaged by our species own selfishness and freedom.    
 
We are sapiens and have used our intelligence and freedom to get here in a very short 
period of time, but we still ignore our common vital objective as a species. We will 
become Consciens whenever we make explicit and assume the basic ideas and take 
rational, sound universal conscience of our priority vital objective and broad altruism as 
a method to try and accomplish it.  
 
The assumption of these ideas must lead to the revision of many theories as well as 
some of the things we know about conscience. Also, of the uses, laws, mandates, 
declarations of human rights, etc. I would also appear convenient to think about a global 
“technical” authority, able of analysing and giving points on the best way to get the 
species to survive in the best way possible according to the changes in the environment, 
be they natural or otherwise.  
 
It would be good, in lie of these ideas, to review the global model of society, population 
politics, sexuality, procreation, family, ecology, genetical and social engineering, , the 
concept of humanity, economic and social policies, the treatment of marginalize 
populations, religions and other ethic’s creators, nationalisms, crimes against humanity, 
individual ethics… 
 
I had doubts on adding such a vehement and direct footnote but I think the necessity to 
do so outgrows the risk in view of the urgency of acting, not based on group objectives, 



but on criteria based on creating a fraternal humanity. We need to do it regardless what 
the pope, the UN or the humanists say, but because the vital imperative is what sits at 
the base of our consciences, and doing so will make us happy.  
 
As I said at the beginning, I believe these ideas to be true, but I might be wrong and so I 
ask for the help of the reader who might be able to contrast and broadcast them, if 
necessary. So, whomever is interested may ask me for my 367 pages brick of a book 
cited before where these ideas are widely explained. It´s called “Surviving. Ideas for a 
Universal Ethic” 
 
To the date of the publication of this article, it´s still not available on bookstores. I´ve 
ordered a small print to hand deliver for now. I´ve given away ninety copies and 
successfully answered any doubts raised to me. I´ve only received corrections on form 
or peripherical aspects. The core has survived. I´ll welcome any debate or refutation. 


